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ID Date Y/N Javert skin Valjean skin Javert hair Valjean hair Description User's tags Notes
#Valvert
img001 4/12/2019 Yes #ebd0b9 #ead7cd #3f3b3d #e6ecef Canon - in the sewers. Javert has a long brown straight ponytail with a white streak. He has a thin face and long nose. Valjean has white, straight hair and a squarer face. He grins comedically. #les miserables#valvert#Jean Valjean#javert#marius pontmercy#les mis#comics#i guess#broadway#musicals#actual artBoth are in dim lighting - this was taking the lit area
img002 28/01/2021 Yes #c19271 #e5c39f #3b2230 #faf8f9 Canon - Post-seine AU - Valjean has olive skin and white, lightly curly hair and a thin face, he looks concerned as he talks to Javert, who has brown skin, a long, thin face, long nose and dark brown hair with greyer streaks.#les mis#jean valjean#javert#valvert#art#javert b like..... oh realizing I have a heart sucks actuallyFlat colours 
img003 20/02/2021 Yes #a96a3f #e8b596 #31242e #f2e7c9 Canon - Valjean and Javert stand back to back with their hands clasped, a golden chain binding their wrists. Javert has brown skin and long, black hair in a ponytail. He has anger and a halo of points like a crown surrounds his head as he grips a sword. Vlajean has white skin and white, gently curly hair. He has tears in his eyes as he lightly grasps a bundle of palm leaves. #Les Miserables#les mis#valvert#javert#Jean Valjean#inspector javertMostly flat colours with some highlight
img004 9/12/2019 Yes #d1aa8d #e9c5ad #433b37 #e7e4e0 Canon - Valjean is a stocky white man in a green outfit. He has a squarer face and straight white hair. Javert has a thin, light brown face with dark black, heavy eyebrows and a long nose. He has light brown hair with a grey streak.#les miserables#jean valjean#javert#inspector javert#valvert#les mis#broadway#musicals#character sheets#actual artUser states these are character sheets for an animatic. They are rendered and shadowed.
img005 19/2/20 Yes #bc8870 #e1b399 #352639 #f2e9e9 Canon - Javert embraces Valjean from behind. Both have thin faces in profile. Javert has light brown skin and dark hair streaked with grey in a long ponytail. He kisses Valjean, who is shorter, with light skin, lightly curly hair and with white scars around his neck. Valjean has rays emerging from his face like the sun. #les mis#valvert#jean valjean#javert#art#spent a while looking at 50s negative space art and felt InspiredOnly their skin and hair are coloured - most of the page is blank. 
img006 18/06/20 Yes #988884 #b9b0ae #000004 #cfc7c2 Canon - Javert holds Valjean to his chest as he points a red, ephemeral sword at VJ's chest. Valjean holds Javert's face with a look of martydom. Valjean has a red, ephemeral halo around his head, which casts a glow on Javert's face. Javert has a long thin nose and dark eyebrows, and black hair. Valjean has a crooked nose, and lightly curled white hair. A red cloth dances behind them. #Les Miserables#les mis#Jean Valjean#javert#valvert#longest ive spent on something in a long time#this took 6 and a half hours holy shit#the power of valvert i guessAll colour except the red is greatly desaturated. User writes: A Saint and A Sword
img007 8/1/20 Yes #a26840 #c9a166 #181411 #f8d8b1 Canon - Valjean pins Javert against a wooden door, both in their shirtsleeves, about to kiss. Javert has deep brown skin and lightly curly, long dark hair. Valjean has light olive skin and short, slightly curly white hair. He is clean-shaven. #valvert#javert#jean valjean#les mis fanart#les mis#nothing to see here kids just some wall kisses to be had#javert: sliiiides downShadows cover both of their faces - Valjean's skin is likely lighter than picked.
img008 28/9/19 Yes #634447 #746972 #2b1119 #6d8596 Canon - Valjean stands back to us, facing Javert with a hand to Javert's chest. A luminescent green shoot arises from his hand. Javert has a thin brown face, long, dark brown hair that is afly. Valjean has pale skin and white, fluffy hair. There is a scar around his neck. Both are in their shirtsleeves.#les mis#javert#jean valjean#valvert#art#this...... really knocks me to the floor every time I remember 🌱Both are in dim lighting - i have taken from shadow
img009 6/5/20 No #e1dfd4 #e1dfd4 #010101 #53534c Canon - Valjean and Javert are both young men. Javert crows Valjean on a desk, their faces pressed together as he points his sabre at Valjean's heart. Javert is in a uniform and has thick, dark hair in a long pony0tail. Valjean has slightly wavy brunette hair in a short ponytail. He has a crooked nose and a thick moustache.#Jean Valjean#javert#Les Miserables#les mis#valvert#hi sorry I like this too much to not post on mainBlack and white drawing on a cream background. "An alternate Confrontation"
img010 1/4/20 Yes #703f30 #a17258 #3c2724 #d2b7a6 Canon - Valjean and Javert stand chest to chest, almost as if dancing. Javert is bare-chested and leaning back, towards us as Valjean pulls white roses from his chest. Javert has dark brown skin and dark hair pulled into a ponytail. Valjean has light brown skin and fluffy white hair, whith a large nose and small face. His shirt is open, revealing scars around his neck.#valvert#jean valjean#javert#les mis#em postsShadows are quite heavy and lit as if in the dark. Taken from lighter spaces.

img011 24/10/18 Yes #866956 #a49285 #2d1a2b #fcfbfb Canon - in profile, Valjean and Javert nearly kiss. Javert, who has a long face and nose, thick pointed eyebrows and long dark hair, has his hand over Valjean's chest. Caljean, who has light skin, thick white eyebrows, white slightly curled hair and a long, thin nose, has a hand to Javert's cheek. #les miserables#valvert#jean valjean#javert#i have. One TypeShadowed. Taken from the shadow.
img012 8/2/19 Yes #ba9283 #cdaaa1 #6f5a57 #cabfbe Canon - post-seine - Valjean has assumedly just pulled Javert from the Seine. Valjean is a white man with a thick white beard and short white hair, sat on his knees with Javert in his lap. Javert has dark skin, his long brown hair dripping with water, and has thick black eyebrows. #they lived happily after this wow#my art#les miserables#valvertFlats
img013 19/3/19 Yes #c08661 #ebbf9a #382036 #fdf9f6 AU - In an Ace Attorney AU, Javert and Valjean stand on opposite sides in modern suits. Valjean has light olive skin and white fluffy hair. He looks imploringly at Javert, who has a long, thin face, and long dark hair with a single grey streak through it. #les mis#jean valjean#javert#valvert#jean valjean: ace attorney#art#i keep forgetting !! to post things here !!!!Flats
img014 7/3/19 Yes #d8b8a4 #e7cdc2 #493c37 #f3f3f3 Canon - Valjean, who is a white man with pale skin and white curly hair, shouts at Javert, who is a tall man with a long pale face, thin dark eyebrows and long brown hair in a pony-tail, with a single grey streak. #les miserables#Valvert#Jean Valjean#Javert#Doodles#Occasionally I remember I have a regular styleJavert doesn't seem to be racially coded
img015 7/3/18 Yes #4a433e #817e6d #050608 #b4b5aa Canon - post-seine au - Valjean, who has light olive skin, pulls Javert, who has dark skin, out of the Seine, clutching him to his chest. #valvert#my art#suicide tw#and to be clear javert is not dead here#no way im putting in a bunch of effort to make me sad#get that out of my face#les misheavily desaturated "who’s sick of valjean saving javert from the seine? no one? me neither"
img016 20/2/19 Yes #bc5218 #f49e6f #16164c #e9e7da Canon - post-seine au - Javert, who has deep brown skin, a long flat nose and dark hair pulled into a ponytail, shyly places a hat on Valjean's head. Valjean has light brown skin, fluffy white hair and a prominent nose. They stand in front of purple/pink hydrangeas.#valvert#javert#jean valjean#les mis fanart#les mis#did i say i was going to post dumb sketches after my exam? was that what i said? spoilers: no#but bigger things are coming WINKFlats with blush. 
img017 21/1/19 Yes #a97c56 #c4b28b #3b523b #a9d1b3 Canon - stage - Valjean has pulled Javert from the Seine, he cradles an unconcious Javert in his lap in a puddle of water. Javert has light brown skin and long, dark straight hair and a flat nose. Valjean has a long, pointed nose, light skin and white short hair.#valvert#javert#jean valjean#les mis#les mis fanart#this is how the story goes right?#he’s alive and will be fine OF COURSE#i... am putting out so many sketches lately wowShadowed, taken from light areas
img018 6/2/19 Yes #c79d96 #e9d3c6 #664742 #f4f4f2 AU - modern - in a three panel comedic comic, Javert sits at a kitchen table as a toaster catches fire behind him and he drinks coffee, blank-faced. Javert is a brown mman with a round nose, brown long hair with grey streaks and heavy bags under his eyes. Valjean has large round eyes, a longer nose, white fluffy hair and beard and light skin. #les miserables#les mis#valvert#javert#valjean#post seine#fanart#my art#comic#jean valjean#modern AU#I bookmarked that post and then it disappeared oh well#hi I'm Pi and I never learned how to draw long hair
img019 11/1/19 Yes #99717c #f3cdb6 #3b2d44 #392c23 Canon - In two images, Valjean (who is holding the child Cosette) and Javert are connected by a golden string that wraps around their hands. Valjean is a young white man with a long thin face and dark hair pulled into a low ponytail. Javert is a young Black man with a flat round nose, light brown skin and a straight dark beard. He is lit by purple light that turns his eyes pink.#jean valjean#javert#les mis bbc#valvert#cosette#coretangaguna#theyre good actors yall#the writing thats succDespite being a picture of BBC les mis, Javert is very ilght skinned compared to Oyelowo. Valjean is seen as a lot younger than Dominic West, likely the artist imagines them as younger than their actors' playing age.
img020 2/1/19 Yes #513328 #e9cebb #0c0c0c #f8ebe3 Canon - Javert and Valjean kiss in profile. Javert has dark brown skin and long, straight black hair pulled into a ponytail. Valjean has light skin and curly white hair. Both are fairly young. They have similar facial features from what can be seen in the image.#lads I have acquired an art tablet#and my New Years  resolution is to use it#to draw a lot more Valvert#les mis#lesmiserables#Jean Valjean#javert#valvert#my art
img021 17/5/19 Yes #b2745d #c68a6e #19100b #a17a69 Canon - Valjean desperately kisses the cheek of Javert, who is crying. In the background Valjean has a golden halo and there is a wave of water behind them. Javert has long, straight, angled features and long, straight dark hair with some grey streaks. Valjean has light brown hair and a beard, but his other features are hidden.#les miserables#jean valjean#inspector javert#valvert#les mis#shout out to claire she knows what she's ABOUT#fanart#it has been AGES since i drew them she dragged them back out for m"feat. old french guy symbolism" heavily styalised
img022 13/1/19 Yes #c79a7e #dfb492 #5f352a #f6f5f3 AU - modern - Javert is modelled on Captain Holt in a bright pink vest, holding a cocktail. He has a black binder underneath the vest. Javert has light brown skin and long, brown hair, he is fairly young. With his back to us, Valjean has white fluffy hair and light skin. #les miserables#les mis#javert#valjean#valvert#me turning everything into Javert? more likely than you think#fanart#my art#au#can you tell my exams are coming up"I watched the new B99 and this particular scene gave off such post-Seine-Javert-on-mandatory-vacation-with-an-existential-crisis vibes to me"
img023 29/7/18 No #d6c5b5 #ccb7b4 #74706f #615756 Canon - Jackman/Crowe Valvert. In a six panel comic, Valjean and Javert talk to one another. They are wearing their uniforms of Mayor and Policeofficer in M-sur-M. #les miserables#valvert#jean valjean#javert#my art#in fact i still have lots of troubles with drawing characters which would look like their prototypes#and i wanted to practice this#and here we are#i need to make tag#but monsieur le maire#a thing#les mis#les miserables 2012
img024 17/2/20 Yes #7c563e #bc9585 #4f3c33 #dad2c5 Canon - masquerade - in a series of drawings, Javert and Valjean dance at a masquerade, both in mask and out of mask. Javert is a tall brown man with thick lips, a long flat nose, thick eyebrows, bright blue eyes and long brown hair heavily streaked with grey. He wears a black wolf mask. Valjean is a stock man with light brown skin, blue eyes, a large nose, and curley white hair. He wears a deer/fawn mask. #helldraws#javert#jean valjean#valvert#les misOne of the only to clearly depict JAvert as a poc
img025 22/7/18 No #81492e #643d2c #1e1d25 #312f34 AU - detroit become human - Valjean and Javert face one another, touching, with serious faces. Valjean is a dark-skinned man with heavy features and a prominent brow. His hair is salt and pepper. He wears a black vest, and blue blood leaks from his neck. Javert holds the wound. He has brown skin, a long flat nose and long dark hair in a braided pony-tail, streaked with grey.#les mis#valvert#detroit become human#jean valjean#javertInteresting that JVJ is darker skinned in this au - image is clearly darkened / faded as if an old photo 
img026 15/5/18 No #d0c7be #e1d6cf #070707 #a69fa3 Canon - Valjean holds Javert (who is holding a white rose) to his chest - a full moon shines bright behind them, giving Valjean a halo. Valjean is a pale-skinned man with a long, thin nose, straight grey hair and moustache. Javert is a pale, long-and-thin featured man with long, dark, straight hair. #les mis#jean valjean#javert#valvert#les misérables#fanartMusical? "“And rain will make the flowers grow”" 
img027 14/7/18 Yes #c1b1a4 #fdebd3 #998497 #b4b2bf Canon - in a series of images, Valjean and Javert float/fall through dark blue. Valjean has light skin, short gery hair and a long, thin face. Javert has light skin in shadow and pale grey long hair in a ponytail, with a prominent nose. #les mierables#les mis#Jean Valjean#javert#valvert#art#musicals#digital art#Le Miserables#le misSlightly unclear what is intended to be natural skin colour as shadows are different for both VJ & JV
img028 14/1/19 Yes #9a7964 #dec19b #504741 #eae2d8 Canon - post-seine - Javert and Valjean are outside, standing side by side, Valjean warming Javert's in his own. Valjean has light skin, a long pointed nose and fluffy white hair, he has a serene smile. Valjean has brown skin, a small flat nose and dark straight (but puffy) hair in a low ponytail. Javert has blue eyes and looks aside, blushing. He has a thick jaw with a prminent cleft.#valvert#javert#jean valjean#les mis#les mis fanart#I opened my computer to draw another thing BUT my heart was overwhelmed with love for these two old men#their faces keep changing someone tell them to stop#anyways post seine fics own my a**Flats with blush
img029 30/4/18 No #6f545d #665366 #9195bb #918aab Canon - Valjean and Javert walk away from us, seperate by a few paces, in a snowy forest. We can see little of Valjean - he seems to have dark skin and short white hair and is using a cane. Javert sems to have dark brown skin, and his long white hair is tyed in a ponytail with a black ribbon. #valvert#Valjean#Javert#les miserables Valjean is in a different light to Javert, so their respective skin colours might be different
img030 4/8/18 Yes #b49f84 #dfcaaf #4f453c #e2e4e1 AU - modern - in a comic strip, Cosette (a light-skinned woman with brown hair and dyed red streak) imagines Valjean and Javert walking hand in hand in front of a sunset. Valjean has light olive skin, fluffy white hair and thin features. Javert has light brown skin, long thin features and dark hair pulled into a ponytail with some grey streaks. #les miserables#valvert#jean valjean#javert/jean valjean#cosette#cosette fauchelevent#les mis#victor hugo#my art#thanks to @mycravatundone for brainstorming and headcanoning <3#if it looks a bit pixelated please enlarge the image#idk what the problem is i tried everything
img031 5/3/2020 Yes #c8a390 #f9d9c0 #595051 #3c312f Canon - Jackman/Crowe. Valjean, a young white man with a pointed nose and smooth face and short, dark hair carries Cosette, a child with blonde hair and blue eyes. In the background is a candlestick from which eminates bright light. Javert is a young man with light olive skin and short, straight hair. He frowns. A star shines through the darkness of his background, illuminating his eyes. #les miserables#les mis#valvert#fanart#jean valjean#Javert#les mis fanart#drawing#myartDespite being 2012 film, they're both younger / smoother - the lightness of Jackman might be because of the metaphorical lightness 
img032 27/8/18 Yes #7d7d91 #c5c5d9 #111125 NA Canon - musical - Javert, who has a noose around his neck, looks up at an unseen person, crying with shock. He holds a hand to his face - Valjean's, by the sleeve of the uniform. Javert has dark skin, a large, prominant nose and thick, heavy eyebrows and long, dark hair. #me?trash? its more likely than you think#my art#valvert#javert#jean valjean
img033 20/08/18 Yes #563c2b #8e725a #020202 #111010 Canon - musical - Javert presses into Valjean's space, holding a truncheon to his neck. Javert is in heavy shadow and is grinning widely. From what we can see he has dark skin, heavy dark brows, long dark hair and a  long, straight nose. Valjean is almost shocked as he looks up. He has light brown skin, round eyes and a round nose, thick black eyebrows and short, curly black hair. #my art#les mis#jean valjean#javert#do i tag this as valvert????? its not valvert per se.......#anyway this valjean/madeleine doesnt really good.....i need practice at his face lol#also i wish i had given javert a more terrible smile but oh well what can a man do#valvertInteresting that VJ is also possibly coded of colour 
img034 9/8/18 Yes #6d556f #977693 #0a0b20 #b5b3c9 Canon - post-seine - Javert is sat in bed, Valjean perched next to, or above him. Javert kisses Valjean's cheek. Javert has long dark hair and light brown skin, with long, pointed features; possibly asian. Valjean is white with pale pink skin and lightly curled white hair. #a reflection of starlight#aros#valvert#Jean Valjean#javert#Le Miserables#le mis#art#digital artImage painted at night so probably darker than skin tone
img035 25/3/18 No #dc843d #c77d60 #db815c #c8b1a3 AU - modern - Valjean and Javert sit outside in the sun, with a yellow wall and greenery behind them. Javert has long, thin features, brown skin and wavy long, light brown hair braided. Valjean has rounder, wider features and brown skin, with short, slightly curled white hair. #valvert#les mis#valjean#javert#les miserables#my artArt is styalised with heavy yellow filter. 

img036 13/4/18 No #755b47 #735746 #2c2724 #65574d Canon - Valjean and Javert kiss at night, under the glow of a candle-lit lamp. Javert is a short man with light skin and salt-and-pepper straight short hair, we cannot see many of his features. Javert is a taller man with similar skin town, bushy dark eyebrows, long dark hair in a pony tail and with a hooked nose. #valvert#post-Seine#valjean#javert#les miserables#mylesmisart#graphics tablet adventures
"“Lovely lamp-posts glowing in the dark,
Shining on Inspectors kissing convicts in the park...”" - meant to be at night so darker skin colour than reality

img037 3/11/18 Yes #a08f80 #c1b0a1 #554435 #f5ede6 AU? Canon? They're in period clothing but baking with modern-ish equipment... Valjean and Javert are stood together, decorating a cake. Valjean is a shorter man with a broad nose, brown skin and fluffy white hair, holding the cake. Javert is a taller man with darker brown skin, a long, flat nose, dark hair in a long pony-tail and with hairy arms. He pipes frosting on the cake, with a look of concentration. #answers#my art#valvert#jean valjean#javert#lionjolras#im gonna post requests like that because i think pictures are in better quality#javert : *focused to death* valjean: *gay stare*Flats
img038 3/2/18 Yes #c59c64 #c3ad95 #948067 #b2aaa1 Canon - post-seine - Valjean hugs Javert, and Javert has one hand over Valjean's shoulder. Valjean is a light-skinned white man, heavily blushing, with grey and white short, curley hair. Javert is a taller man with longer, more pinched features, and with golden skin. #valvert#doodle#watercolor doodle#valjean and javert#Valjean looks good in greenWatercolour so hard - took from their hands
img039 27/8/18 Yes #8b6670 #ac9199 #1f1719 #e7dfe2 Canon - post-seine - Valjean cradles an unconcious Javert in his arms. Valjean has light brown skin, fluggy white hair and a large nose in profile. Javert has brown skin and long, dark hair in a pony-tail. He has short, round features. #my art#valvert#jean valjean#javert#follow for more monochrome valvert art i guess.......Monochrome/flat
img040 19/1/19 Yes #706257 #9c887f #473e39 #9aa4ae Canon - Valjean and Javert embrace outdoors, in the snow. Valjean is a shorter white man with light skin and white, curly hair. Javert is a tall man with brown skin and long, brown hair, with a prominent, sytlised streak of white. #my art#valvert#jean valjean#javert#les mis#les miserables
img041 24/1/19 Yes #97785c #fffcf3 #404040 #f4f4f4 Canon - Valjean and Javert are drawn in chibi style, holding hands and waving the trans flag. Valjean is a white man with fluffy-almost sheep-like white hair and pink cheeks, and Javert is a brown man with long, dark straight hair. Javert has a fanged tooth. #les miserables#valvert#jean valjean#javert#whirring drawsFlats
img042a 16/5/18 Yes #b28463 #d5b58e #c2c4bf #f1f3f0 AU - modern - a barechested Valjean and Javert throw confetti as if in the salt meme. Javert has brown skin, short grey hair and a grey beard. Valjean has light olive skin and white, fluffy hair. Both have athletic builds. #javert#valjean#les miserables#les mis#valvert#badartINTERESTING - COMPARE BELOW - in this post, the artist compares two versions of old art to new art, where the old are clearly Crowe-based, but the new art makes Javert darker skinned and Valjean closer to fan versions of Valjean - but this Javert still has holdovers of Crowe, including the cropped hair and beard. 
img042b Yes #fddec9 #7c7c7c
img042c Yes #f2d1b7 #959a9f
img043 23/12/17 Yes #9d795f #e7cabc #2a180e #e1e1e1 Canon - Valjean runs through the snow, gripping Javert and holding him up. Valjean is a white man with long, flowing white hair and pink cheeks. Javert has brown skin and short, slightly curled brown hair. Javert has wide, anime-style eyes and a thin nose. #here's a litlle piece of valvert#jean valjean#javert#valvert#les miserables#snowing#some christmas fluff#fanart#my art
img044 13/2/18 Yes #d9a27e #f2ccb5 #3e1f0f #e3e3e3 AU - modern - Javert hugs Javert from behind, kissing Valjean's cheek while Valjean holds a red rose. Valjean has light brown skin, a long, hooked nose and brown hair in a ponytail. Valjean has white skin, a long thin nose and straight, white hair. #valvert#jean valjean#javert#inspector javert#les mis#les mierables#valentinesday#fluff#fanart#my artColour picked from arm 
img045 27/2/21 Yes #5b3b2f #bba38f #181211 #e1f3f0 Canon - in a tarot-card format, Valjean and Javert hold one another as if dancing. Valjean has the sun behind him and Javert has a crecent moon, creating halos. Valjaen is a short man with olive skin and slightly curly white hair and a slightly hooked nose. Javert is a tall man with dark brown skin, a hooked nose, blue eyes, and wavy long dark hair in a ponytail. Javert has a silver diamond near his ear like an earring, and a bauble / jewel from his fringe, dripping like water. The art is labelled the lovers and a white bird flies between them. #je dessine#tarot series#valvert#gratuitous dos kelbl references#i swear this wasn’t originally a valvert deck i just read ARoS#and exodus 15 (the fic) and west with the stars#and my brain went full bonkers for these two all over again#so... yeah have some oldmen#fun fact the original version of this card was marius and cosette#during that scene where marius stands with his head against a tree for like two hours while cosette cries#but like. i realized i don’t care enough about marius#like that sounds rude but. he’s not. i don’t. i would rather draw the oldmen"and i’ll dance with you in Vienna, i’ll be wearing a river’s disguise" - river water / jewel. ARTIST's ID: [ID: a digital drawing in the style of a tarot card, VI- the Lovers. Valjean and Javert from Les Mis are shown. They are waltzing. Javert’s hand is on Valjean’s shoulder, and Valjean’s hand is on Javert’s waist. They are both smiling. Valjean wears a green waistcoat and blue pants, while Javert wears a blue tailcoat and green pants, with black leather gloves. Javert wears a blue earring in the shape of a star. A crescent moon is behind him. A yellow circle is behind Valjean. The moon has a blue eye, and the sun has a white carnation in outline. three blue decorations hang from the moon. A white swallow flies behind them. End ID.]
img046 26/2/21 Yes #9a8671 #ccaf9f #393232 #dadada Canon - post-seine - a page from a comic series. In one panel, Javert towers over a fearful looking Valjean. Javert has an ashy light brown skin, a thick jaw, heavy black eyebrows and dark grey long straight hair in a ponytail. Valjean is a white man with red cheecks and blue eyes. He has short, straight white hair and blue eyes.#valvert#les miserables#javert#jean valjean#dark waters#comic#graphic novel#enemies to friends to lovers#slow burn#internalised homophobia#religious references#slash#internalised self hate#self hate#suicide attempts#mentions of suicide
img047 25/2/21 Yes #b7796c #ecb098 #242321 #b0a090 Canon - Two chibi style drawings of Valjean holding Javert in a bridal lift. Valjean has light peach skin and grey, fluffy hair. Javert has brown skin and fluffy black hair in a long ponytail, with green eyes.#fanart#doodle#chibi#les miserables#les mis#inspector javert#javert#jean valjean#valvert#traditional fanart
img048 18/2/21 Yes #462f1f #b8934c #b6b6b6 #f3ebe9 Canon - Valjean holds an unconcious Javert aflot in the choppy Seine. Valjean has yellow-brown skin and very short white hair, and a slightly hooked nose. Javert has dark brown skin and very short grey hair, with a fairly prominent nose.
img049 18/2/21 Yes #96624c #d0b077 #adb5b8 #f4f3ef Canon - Valjean and Javert shout at one another, in close proximity. Javert has brown skin, a broad, flat nose and short, cropped grey hair and beard. Valjean has olive skin and short-cropped, slightly fluffy white hair with a thin, slightly hooked nose.#valvert#les mis#valjean#javert#les miserables#fanart#russell crowe#hugh jackman#badartInterestingly tagged Crowe/Jackman despite drawing them with significantly different facial features and skin colours. Hair styles only real reminicent /
img050 15/2/21 Yes #d3cd91 #ded3a2 #606952 #e7e2c0 Cannon - post-seine - Valjean and Javert walk togehter outside. Valjean has one hand on Javert's shoulder, while Javert looks away. Both men have pale, white skin. Javert has long grey hair with some white streaks, and Valjean has white, fluffy hair. They both have the same long, pointed nose. Sunshine light/ shadow makes it hard to see correct skin colour
img051 15/2/21 No #f6e1dc #f6e2db #eee2c8 #ebebe9 Canon - Valjean hugs Javert from behind on a large pink heart. Valjean is a white man with light pink skin and long, blond hair. Valjean is a light-skinned white man with spiky, grey hair.#valvert#my art Chinese text 
img052 25/11/18 Yes #6f6458 #7e7061 #191613 #aa9e92 Canon - Valjean and Javert walk past one another in profile. Valjean hunches down low, covering his face with one hand. He has a dark shade of skin with curly white hair and his shirt sleeves are rolled up to reveal scars across his arm. Javert is standing tall with long, pinched features, thick black eyebrows and long, straight black hair in a ponytail. His nose is slightly hooked.#les miserables#javert#jean valjean#artwork#me? back in my les mis phase? what are you talking about of Course Not#i would die in an instant for both of them. also javert is autistic and i am very close to making a very long post about it but......hmm#not sure yet i need to organise me thoughts#les misMonochrome flats
img053 22/4/19 Yes #c99f7b #f2e4d2 #584f4c #f6f1e4 Canon - post-seine a series of three drawings. In the first Valjean, in the foreground, watches as Javert steps onto the ledge of the bridge, about to jump into the Seine. Valjean is a white man with pale skin and white hair. In the second, Javert huddles in a blanket beside a fireplace. He has long dark hair and pale skin. In the third, Valjean sits at a desk, watching over Javert who is lying in bed. Javert has brown skin and long, black hair. Valjean has  light skin, white hair and reddish-brown eyes.#helldraws#javert#jean valjean#les miserables#a reflection of starlightCopic, slightly hard, taken from 3rd drawing (daylight)
img054 16/3/19 Yes #b68b56 #f3dcc2 #37676d #f2e7d8 Canon - post-seine au - in a sittingroom/library, Valjean sits on a couch, with one arm around Javert, who is kneeling beside him. Javert has a hand on Valjean's crotch. Valjean is a white man with pale skin, pointed features and a red blush. Javert has brown skin and broad, flat features. He has long, dark hair in a ponytail. #valvert#javert#jean valjean#les mis#les mis fanart#title: going all the way to the big city#don’t blame me okay#prayer circle so this isn’t fl*gged
img055 17/7/19 No #edafa0 #eeb3a3 #807973 #7e7272 Canon - Jackman/Crowe - a chibi Crowe chases a chibi Jackman. Both are white men with pink skin and short, grey hair.#les mierables#jean valjean#javert#fanart#24601
img056 6/8/19 Yes #b58f80 #dec3b8 #6a615f #e7e1e0 Canon - brick - A series of two images. In the first, a young Valjean (who is stocky, with olive skin and a thick brown beard, is handed candlesticks by the smaller, stooping Bishop, a white man with pale skin and white hair. In the second, Valjean has paler skin and stoops before Javert (who had tanned skin and grey hair, leading to thick muttonchops,) releasing his hands from their rope bondage. #Les Miserables#Victor Hugo#les mis#the brick#jean valjean#bishop myriel#javert#drawing#fanart#paint tool sai#artInteresting to see VJ with different skin colour / tan from the sun
img057 22/10/18 No #f3e2cf #f3e2cf #5b3d28 #f3efe4 AU - in a cartoon style that mimics a calvin and hobbes cover, a long Javert with fanged teeth and long, brown hair pounches on a very small Valjean, who has a pacman-like face and short white hair.#Javert looks scarily like Little My from the Moomin books#oops#javert#valjean#calvin and hobbes#with apologies to Bill Watterson#mylesmisart#les miserables
img058 31/12/18 Yes #8f6462 #d7c9c3 #4b2928 #b5a29a Canon - BBC - in a 3 panel comic, Javert, who has light brown skin and a dark beard, asks Valjean, who has light skin and light brown hair, what he is holding, to which he responds (with red eyes,) "A knife"#les miserables#bbc les mis#bbc les miserables#bbc#fanart#les mis#also what kind of name is even jean valjean#valjean#javert#comic#did he just...throw rocks at people#my art#Les mis bbcBBC les mis but not exactly Oyelowo features/skin colour
img059 20/8/20 Yes #ab8b7e #e5c7b7 #413732 #f1f0f0 Canon - 1978 - Valjean, who is clutching a child Cosette (white, blonde) to his chest, faces Javert, who stands tall in front of him. Valjean has light, slightly tanned skin and white, slightly wavy short hair. Javert has light brown skin and long, straight dark hair with a white streak, in a ponytail. #les mis#les miserables#jean valjean#javert#valvert#fanart1978 Jav is very much white, so racial bending? "sketches of 1978 valvert and valvert in my way (feel like seriously in love with Richard Jordan's Valjean)"  - more clearly 1978 versions in top, black and white sketches than in coloured versions. 
img060 1/12/19 Yes #b27b59 #fdd4b2 #1b415a #c2cfd5 AU - Howl's - in a series of panels, the artist imagines Valjean and Javert as Lucy and Howl from HMC. Javert has brown skin and long blonde hair that eventually becomes raven black and blue. Valjean has light white skin and short, fluffy brunette hair that eventually turns grey. 
img061 14/2/18 Yes #c9aa80 #e2d3bf #706049 #fdfdfd AU - modern - Valjean holds Javert in his arms, chest to Javert's back, while Javert holds a bouquet of roses. Valjean is a white man with light skin, a hooked nose and short, straight white hair. Javert has brown skin, a hooked nose, brown long hair and blue eyes.#valvert#les mis#pear arts#he picked his roses himself!! :D#javert#jean valjean
img062 23/1/19 Yes #c17d66 #e6c9a1 #615957 #d2cdb0 Canon - the artist references a screencap from a Bollywood(?) movie, in which a woman leans back in a man's arms, outstretching for a bottle. In the art, Javert, who has brown skin and long, dark hair reminicent of the Asian man's, holds a baguette out while Valjean, who has light skin and white, curly hair, reaches for it. #les miserables#les mis#valvert#javert#valjeanpotentialy Asian-coded JV but unclear
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img101 5/6/19 #d2a2a0 #e0b0ad #d5a7a7 #5e4448 #d4a6a7 #d2a5a5 #b78f101#b78f93 #b78f93 #b78f94 #b78f95 #b78f96 #b78f98 #b78f100#b78f97 #b78f99#b78f10218-9 West End cast - all but Cosette are white in dark lighting
img102 28/2/21 #c19888 #aa695e #694139 #51332d #c59989 #a76053 #b87767 #674037modern
img103 23/11/19 #e7b59e #c08e85 #ecd3f3 #f3effd #d2b6b5 #dfc5e0 #e9d3bb #ceab75 Canon - J poc? unclear
img104 25/4/18 #eedab2 #cbb191 #e9dec5 #e7dbc3 #f7dbbe #e3d4b8 #efdac4 #cfb590 Canon -brick
img105 15/4/19 #ffcc9a #936a44 #ecbea1 #ecccb3 #eaba8a #f6d4af #cf9b66 #fbc9b8 #a17b55 #e6c397 Canon - Javert and Combeferre poc - Gav - just tanned?
img106 2/3/20 #d1b2a8 #c9ac9a #dac8c8 #efcac4 #e3bebe #e0c7b1 #e1c6b1 #d3a18a canon
img107 14/3/18 #f2dcb8 #dec094 #fee9d6 #fcefda canon
img108 18/3/20 #dcc8b4 #8a5e49 #cfac8a au - porco rosso au - Javert is a wolf
img109 6/6/19 #c56b5b #6d222e #c3625b #a54944 #b95249 #b6564f #c05b57 #c27a6f #8c3b3d #b44b48 #b9594c #c1655d #c36258 #943d33 #ca6d66#813c36 Modern - sunset lighting - darker than skin tone
img110 9/1/19 #ffdac8 #ffddcf #fee2d6
img111 28/9/18 #e7c699 #be8085 #ecdfb5 Very stylised - VJ Asian? small round eyes and double hood eyes
img112 26/1/19 #eca474 #cd7c5e #e7966d#eb9c71 #f4b98f #843427
img113 18/1/20 #bf9871 #debfa2 canon - dark lighting 
img114 17/6/19 #ecb09f #eec4c4 #eebcb1 Fantine is a ghost so possibly lighter
img115 30/9/18 #f9d6b0 #feefd8 #f9d9c6 na #e6aa86 A series of 2012 images (R in fire hence darkness)
img116 5/6/20 #e5bd82 #ceb491 #a66d40 #c37a47 #d3b27c #b98c55 #cea563 #e4b378 Copic so more yellow/dark than intended - Joly asian
img117 15/4/18 #dcb7a5 #e5af97 #f4d3c0 #9e755f #d8a089 #a37661 #c38f79 #eebfad #fad8bd Musical outfits - some assumption made about who is Bahorel/Feuilly. Joly asian
img118 28/5/20 #cba29c #967d76 Both in shadow - darker than would be in light. based on musical, both clearly white
img119 1/3/21 #ceb8ac #e9dfd8 #ddc7be canon - musical
img120 2/6/20 #7a5d46 #b48365 #9e7661 Canon 
img121 12/3/18 #d2b39d #f0dcc0 modern
img122 24/12/2017 #4f321b #fdc5b4 Canon
img123 27/7/18 #fcccb6 #ffd5ad Canon - jv pretty clearly white
img124 5/6/19 #975c5a #793735 canon - hightly stylised red tone
img125 20/5/20 #d8b08e #d29975 canon - white 
img126 30/6/18 #efe2da #fbf6f2 Canon, watercolour 
img127 27/12/20 #b18471 #e0baa7 #684532 Modern - monochromatic
img128 30/1/21 #e6d5bf #e4d2bc Canon - 2012
img129 5/2/18 #bf936e #ba9270 Seems like Cosette isn't a white person? 
img130 19/5/20 #b4916b #a28a70 desaturated and darkened for aesthetic but defo white stage / broadway cast
img131 3/3/21 #d9743e #febaa3 canon - Cosette poc
img132 17/8/18 #faf7ee #f7ebdd Modern
img133 3/1/18 #60462b #26130c modern - guess at which way around
img134 12/2/18 #f6b87f #a75736 Cos - white blonde, Ep - Black? Modern era
img135 7/9/18 #83704f #b09d73 Cosette Black, Ep -  South Asian?
img136 20/1/18 #fce5c5 #8d553e AU - moulin rouge - EA Cosette, Black Ep
img137 15/8/18 #654d33 #8a724e Canon  - cos Black, ep?
img138 3/1/19 #f2b050 #fb995a modern 
img139 26/8/18 #e1b986 #603020 canon - Ep Black C white
img140 30/10/18 #c87d4b #75371e modern - Ep Black C - ? 
img141 30/9/18 #e7ba91 #cc9871 #84583bre: Bolsonaro - possibly Brazilian diversity?  
img142 5/12/18 #e6c99f #cead6c #a47e54Ep/Musi poc
img143 1/7/19 #d8a9a7 #a76960 #e0b0af Cosette asian? Ep Black? R white
img144 5/2/18 #fde9dd #fad3b8 canon
img145 15/4/19 #c7a192 #e9d4c9 modern - brown/asian cosette?
img146 27/1/19 #f9bba4 #ffd0c5 modern 
img147 3/2/19 #e4b68f #deb38b #c29678 #e8bb92 #c1a78c#452c18 #ae8262 #daa46e #f4dac3 #e7caaf #9c6f4e #dab189#a07551modern - bit unsure about F/Jol/Mar
img148 7/6/18 #f9c272 #fff6e3 #fda32e #f79d28 #fdca80 #fee5b6 #faf1d2 #ee7d03 #fb9526 #fadbb4 #fbfdf5 #fad496 #fffbe2#fbbd69 Modern - copic so leaning on yellow/orange - mostly white, bar Courf/chetta? Joly is asian?
img149 5/6/19 #ee9563 #f9b07e #5f2111 #853e16#bd683e #db8954#551d0e #f9aa7c #692d17 #c26f43 #f9b487 #6c3017 #fea374#c96c3c Some assumptions made... Joly asian!
img150 2/1/18 #a08a70 #ddbe9e #66514a #624e47#544442 #c1a386#514241 #a18b71 #7f6c54 #d1ac8e #544442#534342 #a18b71#52433eModern - Joly asian
img151 28/5/19 #9e6f63 #c9978d #be847d #bb877f #a4726c #b08780#4f3734 #e2aba0 #c99a8f #e8bfaf #976960#996e64 #ac746b#815a54Modern - mixed bag  -joly not asian
img152 11/11/18 #c2927c #e5b59f #e3b79c #dba690#c49683 #e3bdab#7e5846 #f6d9cb #dda68d #eac0ac #bb8e79#b48467 #c8947a#9e6e59Modern - line-up accurate skin tones
img153 11/12/18 #d89c91 #915f59 #af756c #ab7568#b5766d #eab4b2#754a49 #c29286 #906967 #bc8d7e #dca697 #8c5854 #e8b8ac#8c574f canon - line-up accurate skin tones
img154 9/2/21 #965f37 #c79475 #ba815c #b57851#a06a41 #cfb39b #663c28 #d6a176 #ddb280 #c69a78 #ad8569#b27d5f #edcfac#c88b5d canon - almost all poc
img155 17/12/19 #b38b63 #c9b38d #7a4f32 #734c34 #c0987a #cba08b#342017 #b07d4e #875c46 #cf9b7f #d4b399#6f4b38 #d19f72#44281emodern
img156 9/5/18 #e797ab #eea3b3 #e79eaa #d57f99 #eb9cb1#894061 #f0a9b7 #b26379 #d57b8f #a3565f #da7c84 #d37480#ab5d75modern - club lighting - also dim
img157 31/8/19 #ab694b #fbd7bf #b06e51 #ac6c4a #e8ba9c#5a240f #a86247 #bf8e6e #daa07e#ecc1a5 #b78062 #eed1b3 All but Marius, Jehan and Feuilly (And R) appear to be POC - Joly is asian
img158 9/11/18 #cb8b75 #a56756 #a96e5e #af766b #d69f89 #794a3f #b87b65 #a06653 #b57b69#d8a592#835347 #d0a192#7c4e41 Modern - only feuilly/jehan are white
img159 5/6/19 #f8c5a8 #f0b6ab #d3957c #bb8173 #cb9088#8f5748 #d2887f #ca8e72 #d8967e#d08b7c #a7705b #f3bda1 Canon - Joly asian - fairly mixed bag 
img160 5/6/29 #b37663 #917569 #723d2f #ba7f6f #b27761#5f382a #734335 #e99476 #9d695c #c07962 #552e26 #e79e76#7b463eModern - mostly white but in the shade -asian joly
img161 28/2/18 #d1bcba #ddbca4 #c6b6aa #e8cfba #e6d1c4#8b7368 #af8b7a #c9afa1 #dec9bf #e9d3c5 #93766b #e9d1c2#a48476modern - mostly white (Montparnasse is there, Joly is Asian)
img162 3/5/20 #fce5dd #e3c6a9 #644b44 #fddbba #edb78f #7d614e #eccaac #704848 #fbdec8 #f9f5e5 #b6a49f #d8c0a7#ecd1b7 modern 
img163 5/6/19 #e59764 #f3e6cc #e8a97a #f8d9ac #e8a97a #eba376 #f2ab7e #e7d8cc canon coloured pencil errs on similar skin colours
img164 23/12/18 #da8e3c #f5b75c #681f10 #cd7133 #f0b269 #e17730
img165 29/6/19 #d8b2af #987579 #879fc1 #9eb5d4#738caa #93accb #7d95b7 #9fb6d5 #9ab1d0#768dad #9eb5d5 Modern/canon - amis are ghosts in canon clothes - Marius/Cosette are modern
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img166 26/6/18 #e3d0c2 #5f2a26 #dfc9b4 #eddbb7 #d5a275 #7a3822#c77d5a #ebcfc1 #e9cfaa Canon - some guessing
img167 15/6/18 #8b686c #664647 #957278 canon - slightly darker - at night? monochrome
img168 24/8/18 #d2a68b #dab896 #d5ab95 #eeceb8#5f473a #eeceb8 #ebc8b3 #b08971 Modern 0 R/Courf/Bahorel white 
img169 7/6/18 #c8ae99 #a59473 #a49472#dbc5ad #8a6653#8f7867 #ad947c #382218 #825a4a#cbbcb8 #472618 #c8ae99 Canon - musical
img170 6/2/19 #a27362 #8a5f53 #8f6156 #976052 #a47969#3e271e #aa7c6e #986959 #9f6d5e #7d5446#774c3f #91624f#5d3c31 Canon - some guesswork - Comb/Therns/Boss/Musi poc

img171 11/8/18 #eaa992 #fbd8c2 #f5c6ac #fed3c1 #c47667 #f1baa2 #e2a48c #fed2bd #feceb7 #ba7160 #fedac4 modern - mostly white but Comb/Boss/Bah/Cour? Joly asian
img172 27/8/20 #f1cfc2 #f0c0a3 #fbe7d6 #f0c6a7 #c07a5b #e0a27f #ce866c #f5d2b6 #ae5639 #ecd4c6 canon
img173 6/6/20 #e7bea2 #ae7065 #ae817c#e3bda6 #efb585 #e2bda2 #e6bf9e #e5c1a6 #6b585c #dbae87 Canon - brick - assumption about joly/feuiily
img174 25/4/18 #ee916f #df8167 #d79a47#5f321f #ce7c57 Modern - sunset / slightly darker 
img175 29/1/19 #f7dcd5 #ffeee9 #f3d3c9 canon - 2012
img176 21/8/20 #edd2c8 #f0dbd6 #fbf2f2 Canon - 2012
img177 5/6/20 #f3e8cc #fce6c1 Canon
img178 21/6/19 #e4bfbc #dcaea3 canon
img179 9/7/18 #e4d3b9 #e2baa1 modern
img180 19/4/18 #e2bea2 #4b3623 Modern
img181 21/5/18 #deb8a3 #ac614c canon
img182 13/5/18 #f1d2b6 #fcd8b8 au - Marius EA?
img183 13/6/18 #f2d4b0 #85684a Modern - Courf Black 
img184 5/6/19 #d2b39f #bf9484 AU - Marius poc? - not entirely sure if correct way around
img185 7/7/18 #f0c9b2 #c29273 modern
img186 5/6/18 #eac7ac #ebc8ad #d8ad94 #ecc3ac#80685b #f3d0bc #d6ac95 #f2cfb1 #bb9582#dcb092 #e8bfa6 modern - taken from highlight - mostly white - Comb S Asian? 
img187 6/6/20 #a67d61 #b28e74#d9b9aa #a88266#8f6346 #c09c84 #956848 #e2b49d#dab9aa#896c42 #d3bfa3 canon
img188 6/1/18 #955b47 #8f5c49 canon - musical - dark lighting - poc?
img189 11/9/18 #d6b797 #f2d4bf modern - Ep poc
img190 22/4/18 #fba85a #aa4112 #ffdba4 Modern - copic so slightly golden 
img191 28/2/19 #b9897b #ad6f5e #cb9281#39231d #d99f8e #c88779 #cf9689 #895e50#6f4339 #7f564d#583730Modern - R, Bahorel, Fuilly, Marius, Ep and Courf white? joly is not asian!
img192 14/1/19 #daa897#e8c0b4 #bf8c77 #bb7d70 #bb826e #a3675f #c78f80 #d9ac94 #81473c #d0a18f Modern - some guesswork in this one - bahorel trans?
img193 19/3/18 #dea97d#e7d8b7 #b87775 Modern 
img194 13/3/20 #ba8173#e9bcb3 canon
img195 22/2/21 #fecaba #fee8de canon - musical
img196 11/3/19 #c8935f #e39765 Canon - dark lighting
img197 19/4/19 #e1a597 #f3bfb2 #6a423c canon - 2012? 
img198 8/5/18 #d68170 #e3bfb6 #6a4444 #d19787 Canon - tarot card style
img199 20/12/18 #e8c0b1 #dea89d#743e37 #eab69d modern - based on downtrodden webseries - i think the last is Courf?
img200 29/5/20 #be9383 #825d45#643e2b #9a7560 canon - dark lighting
img201 9/11/20 #e1c4b2 #bea88c#877059 #c59f8f modern - Comb poc
img202 15/8/18 #ac947c #8e7962#ac947d #99826a #a2836b #a5886f AU - HP - everyone is white i would say
img203 12/6/18 #e5d0b3 #c6a677#725b49 #b69874 #bba083 #d5ba9c #dcc7aa #9d7f63 #ecdbc1 canon - monochromatic / tea stained
img204 5/6/20 #fee9cc #facb9b #fbdabb #ebab6b #f4b687 #d38d59#fbddc3 #bc6f48 #f6cc9c Canon - mostly white, not sure Feuilly/Bahorel
img205 2/1/20 #ffb17a #c88262#903c0f #fc8a5d #d08161 #e4a578#ff9c84 #743d21 #c68d72 Modern - compare to 6 years previous in postv
img206 2/1/20 #feddd4 #b98264#6e3627 #e1a27f #b67d5f #cc8d6c #f2d2c7 #422712 #f1d5c9 Modern - same post as above
img207 25/8/20 #c5a05d #eace9f #a0805f #87714a #9a7348 #fde5c4 #e3cd9d #b38d57 #7f6538 canon - some guessing about bahorel/courf/joly
img208 6/5/20 #efd4b8 #d3b994#b0876e #d8c196 #c2a080 #c09976 #f4deb8 #6f5d4d #ecd3a4 canon
img209 5/6/20 #c1aa9e #927660#542b19 #9b744f #ab8868 #be9575#b29b8b#7f502f #bfab93 canon and modern - dark lighting
img210 1/3/18 #af7f66 #edb68e #e7ba81 #e7ba8f modern
img211 4/2/19 #d69e87 #d7998a #a96558 canon - bbc les mis
img212 19/9/18 #cbb39c #eed7d2 #e2bf91 #eee0d9 modern - bahorel and E poc?
img213 27/1/18 #b79c79 #b18e5b #b28d56 Canon - dark lighting
img214 23/10/18 #b7896b #5d3930 #e0b192 Canon -
img215 25/12/18 #fddac4 #9b5e2f #ae6a47 Modern
img216 21/1/18 #8b5b34 #d38f42 #eeb978 modern - all 3 poc? E Black, Comb - SEA?
img217 21/8/18 #efb49b #3a1614 #693326 modern
img218 8/1/18 #fdece2 #ebbdb0 #dda78f Canon
img219 21/1/18 #fdeee2 #d59587 #ebc49c modern
img220 19/1/21 #915d31 #2f1705 #472008 canon - lighting a little dark but all 3 poc
img221 3/11/20 #d6cfc3 #5f452c #966c3c canon - Courf & comb Black
img222 25/3/18 #d1aa8f #caa278 canon
img223 21/8/18 #a5745d #5a4033 Modern
img224 19/9/18 #fdedd4 #f6cca4 canon
img225 14/2/21 #bf7d50 #6e3019 canon - E? Courf- Black
img226 19/2/19 #fcbf92 #f3a06f modern
img227 23/11/18 #f0a588 #cb836a #b17763 #f7c0a1 canon - bahorel poc
img228 15/7/18 #eabca1 #f2cab1 #cd9b78 modern
img229 28/2/18 #e0b684 #f7edd2 canon / animal crossing style
img230 24/4/19 #d0b097 #b58d6c #cea989 canon
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img231 5/6/18 #ceb6af #9c8985 #d2c1bf canon
img232 9/12/20 #9b784b#683e1c canon - Courf Black 
img233 4/7/18 #6c5a42 #967e64 canon - both poc - Comb Black, Courf - mixed?
img234 19/4/18 #c9874a #e49a69 modern
img235 2/1/19 #a74f39 #eb9b68 modern
img236 11/4/18 #7f523d #c98f69 modern
img237 8/7/18 #f4cbc2 #f4cbc2 canon
img238 1/2/21 #f3d5ca #f1cfc5 canon - 2012 film
img239 14/2/18 #ffd48e #ffedb4 canon
img240 27/6/18 #e7ccb0 #d6b9a6 modern
img241 3/3/19 #cc7e40 #b7662e modern - golden 
img242 13/7/18 #d1a285 #c08e6a modern
img243 26/4/18 #dbb399 #f8e6d1 canon
img244 6/3/18 #7b4732 #efdba9 canon
img245 30/3/18 #662710 #e6a575#a34624canon
img246 18/8/18 #9d6358 #b6a19c#aa7e73canon - watercolour - slightly dark
img247 3/8/18 #a1614b #e5a97c#c47e59 canon
img248 2/2/21 #825f4c #b09181#603b27modern
img249 17/1/19 #d1c6b4 #d9d3bd#a05830modern
img250 25/10/18 #f2e2c8#a56d32modern
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img345 8/7/20 #ffc188 #fedbbf au - apollo / dionysus
img310 12/9/18 #e2ccb4 #a18057 canon
img334 6/6/18 #7f4f3e #c09676 canon
img336 12/3/18 #c2a17c #b58c59 canon
img342 5/4/20 #f8d49a #f4c383 canon
img343 23/5/19 #eac6a1 #ebc7a2 canon
img347 6/6/19 #fff0d9 #e4b890 canon
img332 6/6/19 #966c40 #674329 canon 
img303 28/3/19 #ffdea8 #e1b785 Canon - ?
img326 22/4/20 #e1c3b7 #d4bbaf canon - 2012
img338 26/10/18 #f3dec3 #ebc2ac canon - 2012
img355 3/5/20 #dfaf91 #f0b89a canon - 2012
img352 15/8/18 #e1a164 #dba36c canon - 2012 - dark lighting
img353 22/6/19 #b2887d #ab8989 canon - 2012 - dark overlay
img337 1/4/18 #fd9369 #fc887b canon - 2012 - red/golden overlay 
img323 22/1/21 #f1d0b6 #edbda4 canon - 2012 - very 2012
img316 21/5/18 #fff29e #fff0a0 canon - 2012 - very golden lighting
img315 7/2/19 #f9c7b0 #f8d7c4 canon - 2012?
img306 19/2/18 #eece9f #ecc695 canon - 2012? 
img308 4/2/18 #b3978b #b08d7a canon - 2012? - in shadow - white people
img302 5/6/18 #ddb7b1 #b37570 Canon - 2012/ musical 
img314 4/6/19 #cbaf8a #b39579 canon - dark lighting 
img309 20/3/18 #c59b71 #b18057 canon - dark lighting - but R poc?
img335 21/10/18 #be976f #9f7050 canon - dark overlay
img363 28/1/19 #caaea2 #af877b canon - dark overlay
img362 3/11/18 #c26f4c #dab195 canon - E poc / Black
img361 27/12/18 #c19383 #d9ae9e canon - is E white? tan?
img304 6/5/18 #f3aab3 #ca7791 Canon - musical - stylised pink overlay
img360 28/4/19 #e9afa3 #e3b2a3 canon - musical - stylised pink overlay
img311 11/1/20 #eeb693 #ca9e85 canon - musical? 
img325 12/8/20 #dfb288 #d8864c canon - musical/2012
img333 5/6/20 #d69253 #f7d6c1 canon - uneven lighting - both white
img301 6/5/20 #d18d42 #eabe8f Canon 2012 - stylasied (Tveit especially golden
img350 21/12/17 #c19a71 #72583d E white R Black
img305 14/2/19 #fbd0a6 #fed2b7 modern
img307 10/9/19 #e7c798 #c58d5c modern
img312 28/12/17 #f0cfc6 #c68c74 modern
img318 14/2/18 #72390c #d79660 modern
img321 6/1/20 #fbad81 #e7ae93 modern
img322 22/1/19 #ffeee2 #e1a37c modern
img327 18/9/19 #ab6451 #ab6452 modern
img330 20/11/20 #efe0c3 #d7bc8c modern
img339 7/8/18 #e4af8d #fad6b2 modern
img341 23/12/18 #fdcdb6 #fdd0bb modern
img344 2/6/18 #fcc095 #fadac9 modern
img346 29/12/19 #f4c182 #e0b064 modern
img349 31/3/20 #f3dbb7 #ebd6bb modern
img351 9/1/20 #d9b899 #debc99 modern
img354 26/12/18 #f7cdb5 #c5916f modern
img357 19/1/20 #f8e6d4 #efcca2 modern
img359 13/8/18 #c1aea7 #aa9791 modern - both white
img319 31/1/18 #eeb9ac #c79488 modern - dark lighting
img329 2/7/20 #f3baa9 #f3a082 modern - darker overlay
img331 13/1/21 #e6a27d #91644d modern - darker overlay
img317 26/2/18 #6f5032 #bd975a modern - E Black R - ?
img348 25/6/20 #be9383 #825d45 modern - E white dark lighting
img340 14/5/18 #f4bf86 #d9ad71 modern - overlay / golden lighting
img358 5/5/20 #edc0af #e9af5a modern - R Black/mixed
img356 16/5/20 #be9383 #825d45 modern - R poc
img364 4/6/18 #e7bda3 #703d26 modern - several different races - this is Black R / EA E
img324 27/3/20 #fcd791 #fcc673 modern - taken from highlight
img328 5/6/19 #ffe2d2 #f9b9a0 modern - taken from highlight
img313 13/1/18 #ffae69 #fb9d48 modern - very golden lighting
img320 21/3/18 #a55e1c #6d3910 modern- monochrome - both Black
exr
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img401 22/3/20 #ffd7b1 WAtercolour - taken from forehead (rest of face very pink)
img402 8/10/18 #dfa69a Stylised - heavily red-toned - image of Dean Chisnall
img403 6/5/20 #deb6ac
img404 23/1/20 #e3c4a3
img405 21/10/20 #d0ae95 against brown backrgound / monochrome
img406 25/5/20 #eeb178 Styleized / yellow saturate
img407 3/5/20 #d2a48c Drawing of Hugh Jackman
img408 8/8/18 #fdefd6 #fcedd9 Valjean carrying child Cosette and at end of life
img409 20/11/19 #ffb599 #d57862 Pink toned art
img410 22/5/20 #ff7f66 #f67a78 Heavily saturated
img411 5/12/20 #dcbd7f #f0d5a1 Heavily yellow saturated / sunlight
img412 20/5/20 #efc298 #eab68e
img413 20/5/20 #dc964e #d88b47 Darkly lit/ candle-light / stage lighting 
img414 17/6/18 #f3dec7 #ecd4c6 Taken from lit not shadow
img415 6/2/19 #b39279 #d6b49a
img416 26/9/18 #c1a192 #d7b4b2 They're white but at night - dark
img417 22/4/18 #eed4c5 #e4d4c5
img418 29/6/18 #fee1c1 #fdbb7e Modern - copic - yellower / darker
img419 16/9/20 #91633a canon - stage? 
img420 27/4/20 #66441c canon - stage - norm lewis
img421 29/4/20 #604532 canon - darkly lit, likely not skin colour
img422 7/4/20 #70656b desaturated/blue toned 
img423 6/4/20 #ab523e canon
img424 14/4/18 #7d6951 canon - darkly lit, likely not skin colour
img425 9/5/18 #a39077 canon - book?
img426 22/2/21 #cda68a canon
img427 18/10/19 #9e846b canon - 2012? white man but lit dark
img428 9/8/18 #973310 canon? heavy red filter, not clear if skin colour
img429 11/2/21 #ac8c63 canon - parody of candas from phineas and ferb
img430 24/6/20 #cfc0b7 Dallas/Watts!vert
img431 7/2/18 #9f8178 Canon- musical? at night, so possibly darker
img432 22/1/19 #42352c Canon - Oyelowo
img433 21/7/18 #aa756f Canon/brick/musical/fic: "My head canon Javert, which has basically evolved into a conglomerate of brick, musical, @autumngracy‘s AROS, and Javier Bardem." (spanish)
img434 11/2/18 #d6a16f canon? brick?
img435 24/6/18 #ffe4cf canon - white Javert - young and old
img436 30/1/18 #aa7b85 canon - stylised, not sure if skin colour
img437 17/7/28 #f3d1bd canon
img438 30/12/18 #ecba7d canon - 2012 hathaway - taken from highlight
img439 29/8/18 #f8d6ca canon 
img440 28/5/19 #ffcdb6 canon - 2012 hathaway 
img441 25/1/21 #f4b894 canon
img442 9/2/18 #e9ceb0 canon
img443 8/8/18 #f0c286 canon - copics 
img444 11/2/18 #e6c1a4 canon - EA (rachelle anne go)
img445 19/5/18 #c1ada2 canon - watercolour (slightly darker)
img446 29/1/21 #ecd0c2 canon - watercolor 
img447 5/1/19 #fadec4 Amanda 2012 fanart 
img448 29/9/18 #fdf2e9 canon
img449 29/12/17 #fbefef Canon
img450 20/6/18 #fdcf9d canon - amanda 2012
img451 7/1/19 #e0bb9f white but desaturated
img452 10/1/18 #efdccf
img453 25/1/19 #f0e0ad modern - paperdoll style
img454 16/3/18 #ebb58f canon - novel 
img455 18/6/18 #624436 Amara Okereke 
img456 6/6/18 #f5debe Canon
img457 12/2/18 #f3cfb7 Canon
img458 4/9/20 #c9936f Modern - unsure if poc or tanned
img459 6/6/19 #a78778 Canon - watercolour - slight dark but possibly poc?
img460 5/11/18 #b09287 modern - poc
img461 29/3/18 #9e7654 modern - poc - SEA? 
img462 20/2/18 #fddbcf canon - 2012 redmayne?
img463 13/8/18 #bb6d6b modern
img464 5/6/19 #a7827c canon - bbc - erin kellyman
img465 22/3/18 #c98860 canon - bbc - erin kellyman
img466 17/8/18 #f3decd canon - white
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img467 30/3/19 #db8f78 Poc? 
img468 2/4/19 #786557 PoC - almost esmerelda-esque?
img469 6/1/19 #ad8b6f canon - 2012 samantha barks

img470 2/1/18 #bf9374 canon - musical
img471 9/7/18 #956a58 modern
img472 14/4/18 #d67e58 modern - Black/Mixed race
img473 5/1/20 #c5b1a8 canon - musical
img474 8/2/18 #8a6455 canon - stage
img475 2/3/21 #dec692 modern
img476 28/2/19 #b0886e modern
img477 22/6/18 #f1d2be canon (Montparnasse is also there)
img478 5/4/20 #e1b89a canon 2012
img479 10/2/19 #7d400e canon bbc - Gav is Black
img480 19/2/19 #b0886e modern
img481 13/6/18 #edd2c2 canon
img482 27/2/19 #fccb95 canon
img483 18/4/18 #d99c5e canon
img484 4/5/18 #d5b3aa canon
img485 1/1/19 #f2d1a8 canon
img486 25/12/20 #febb84 modern
img487 21/7/20 #e9bf8f Canon
img488 30/12/20 #e29054 au - E as achilles 
img489 6/3/18 #e1bea8 canon - 2012?
img490 22/3/18 #7d5e4e modern - Black with blonde dreads
img491 6/4/19 #f8dbbd canon - musical
img492 7/2/18 #edb391 modern
img493 28/4/19 #ffe9dc canon tveit
img494 18/1/20 #ffdfae Canon - brick
img495 5/6/20 #bc8f65 Canon - musical - dark lighting, defo white

img496 30/4/18 #f3d2b2 Canon - musical
img497 5/6/19 #fdf6e4 Modern - tveit? 
img498 22/6/19 #e8b295 canon - musical
img499 20/5/19 #d2c1ab scanned pencil drawing - darker than appears (v much white stage E)
img500 5/8/18 #f6d6c1 modern - based on anthony from Queer Eye
img501 28/4/18 #fadaad modern
img502 28/5/18 #e9cbb3 canon
img503 26/10/20 #845f4b modern
img504 12/1/19 #915c47 modern
img505 4/3/18 #c28d5b canon
img506 16/3/18 #d7a87e modern
img507 11/8/18 #b18d69 canon - george blagden - darkly lit
img508 17/4/20 #d48c74 modern
img509 6/4/18 #c88c72 modern
img510 13/2/18 #875c3c modern
img511 10/2/18 #f8c48d canon  
img512 30/5/18 #f7d0af modern
img513 23/3/18 #d1987c modern
img514 26/6/2018 #b35e37 modern
img515 9/3/19 #cbac80 canon - pencil sketch - darker than intende
img516 15/9/18 #fbcebb canon
img517 13/8/19 #e9bca7 au 
img518 13/2/18 #4d2f27 modern
img519 23/2/19 #855f5c canon
img520 4/3/21 #4b1f16 canon
img521 7/1/19 #b57875 Canon
img522 27/1/19 #523935 Canon
img523 3/8/18 #613e2b Canon
img524 28/7/19 #a67f6e canon
img525 27/1/19 #a57f74 canon - bbc
img526 1/7/19 #f6ac6b modern
img527 9/4/20 #ffa163 modern
img528 18/4/19 #f4c4b5 modern
img529 2/6/18 #f7dfc1 canon
img530 21/2/21 #e2bb9e canon
img531 15/2/21 #e09880 canon
img532 18/6/18 #e9bd97 canon
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img533 7/7/18 #a9725d canon(ish)
img534 4/10/18 #c88a51 modern - poc
img535 2/4/19 #cb8377 canon
img536 5/1/19 #c19169 modern
img537 27/12/18 #b77c3b canon
img538 29/3/20 #e4c6b2 canon
img539 13/7/18 #ab6a30 canon
img540 25/6/18 #e88f4d canon
img541 1/3/18 #d7ac81 canon
img542 28/6/18 #d5ac9a modern
img543 20/10/19 #c6af8d modern - possibly poc (albino?) 
img544 27/6/18 #b7af9a canon - photo of painting - slightly darker
img545 27/10/18 #b4512a modern - poc
img546 17/6/19 #d3a193 canon
img547 12/10/20 #673301 modern - Feuilly is Black
img548 26/3/19 #fbf0da modern
img549 15/6/18 #83453a canon
img550 13/10/20 #ad6d31 canon
img551 16/10/19 #fffaf1 canon
img552 27/10/18 #f8ecc2 modern 
img553 24/5/18 #ffdcc9 modern
img554 23/8/18 #eab79b canon - brick?
img555 4/2/19 #e49955 canon - golden sunset lighting
img556 1/4/18 #a78d60 canon
img557 23/1/18 #facbb9 modern
img558 6/4/20 #eecdb9 modern
img559 27/1/19 #ebdac0 modern
img560 17/5/20 #eac9b6 modern
img561 25/6/18 #d5cdb9 modern - desaturated/grey toned
img562 1/12/18 #fbeee6 canon
img563 1/6/18 #c18e6a modern
img564 9/5/19 #f8ebf2 modern
img565 4/9/18 #a36941 canon?
img566 18/2/18 #ffe2d0 canon
img567 14/3/18 #f4cfb2 modern
img568 4/5/19 #e3b278 canon
img569 31/8/18 #eedbb3 canon
img570 8/2/21 #ad7459 canon
img571 16/4/19 #5d372e modern
img572 19/8/19 #a9806e canon
img573 2/9/18 #7d3c44 canon
img574 6/3/18 #7e4c33 canon
img575 22/5/18 #514a40 modern - very desaturated
img576 2/9/18 #562d0f canon - very dark lighting
img577 5/9/18 #722908 modern
img578 5/6/18 #c6b094 canon
img579 2/9/18 #bfa071 canon - white? tan? 
img580 14/1/19 #712c0f canon
img581 11/6/18 #ffe0b2 modern
img582 31/1/21 #fdeed7 modern
img583 10/9/18 #f6d1c1 modern
img584 25/6/19 #ffecc4 modern
img585 3/5/18 #ead4c7 canon
img586 31/1/21 #e8d0a9 canon
img587 31/1/21 #e4d1a9 modern
img588 1/3/19 #a98c60 modern
img589 29/8/18 #a87f7d modern
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img600 26/2/21 / Curly hair, thick eyebrows, low eyebridge, double lid, almond eyes, square jaw, thick facial hair
img601 18/2/21 x Straight fluffy hair, anime style (unclear features)
img602 16/2/21 / low, wide nose, fluffy/curly hair, freckles
img603 11/2/21 / slightly hooked nose, fluffy hair, thick eyebrows, thick stubble
img604 11/2/21 / triangular eyes, low round nose, widow's peak, thin eyebrows
img605 10/2/21 Black Black x Joly: white, trianfular nose, double lids, straight dark hair. E: Black skin, wide nose, black dreads/braids pulled into ponytail. R: his twin brother - same skin and features, though hair is shorter.
img606 10/2/21 Black White White Cosette: brown skin, afro hair, wide nose, thick lips. Joly: thin nose, lips, eyebrows. long, straight hair. E: Tveit
img607 4/2/21 White White R: curled hair, thick eyebrows, straight nose, face scruff. E: long lightly curly hair, thin face, nose, lips and eyebrows.
img608 29/1/21 x E: small face, nose, eyes, lips, short lightly curly hair.
img609 26/1/21 White White E: pointed nose, thin features, light hair. R: same features, dark hair
img610 24/1/21 x R: thick lips, straight nose, thin eyebrows, dark, slightly wavy hair.
img611 21/1/21 White E: thin face, lips, nose, eyebrows. Light, slightly wavy hair in a low pony, square jaw.
img612 29/12/20 White E: thin eyebrows, white eyes, straight thin nose, thin lips
img613 26/12/20 White thin eyesbrows, short straight hair, slightly hooked thin nose, white eyes
img614 24/12/20 White / / E: thin features, light hair. Comb: dark hair, thin features, Courg: dark slightly curly hair, thin features
img615 15/12/20 / White White White Black No facial features. J: light skin, hair, freckles. Cosette: dark skin, lightly wavy dark hair. Musi: curly black hair, dark skin. E: light skin, hair. Mari: light skin, dark short hair
img616 12/12/20 White dark hair, facial hair, rounded hooked nose, thin eyebrows, round eyes
img617 7/12/20 White White Tveit/Blagden
img618 4/12/20 White White R: dark curly hair, hooked nose, dark eyebrows, prominent brow. E: thin features, light hair.
img619 1/12/20 White Long light hair, thin features, dark eyebrows.
img620 28/11/20 / / E: long, flat nose with rounded end, thin eyebrows, round eyes, very big, light hair. R: broken nose, round eyes, short dark hair. 
img621 23/11/20 White White White Crowe/Jackman/Amanda
img622 23/11/20 White White E: sqaure jaw, square nose, thin features, round eyes, light hair. R: Big face, rounded nose, thick eyebrows, dark hair.
img623 21/11/20 / / / E: thick dark eyebrows, small round nose, slightly darker skin? wavy light hair. Comb: similar features, dark curly hair. Courg: similar features, freckles, fluffy light hair. 
img624 20/11/20 x x x cartoon style
img625 17/11/20 White White White White E: thin features, light hair. R: broken nose, wavy dark hair. Courf: round features. Comb: thin featrues
img626 17/11/20 White anime style - thin features, round eyes
img627 14/11/20 White small, found face, fluffy dark hair. In a wheelchair
img628 10/11/20 White thin light hair, thin features, beard
img629 8/11/20 White / R: short curly hair, hooked nose. E: straight nose, light hair, thin featrues.
img630 8/11/20 White White Black White White Black
img631 6/11/20 White light skin, freckles, small button nose, light hair
img632 4/11/20 / / Black White White R: hook nose, dark fluffy hair. C: thick lips, round features, possibly afro texture hair? Marius: small wide nose, fluffy hair, thick lips, Eponine, flat nose, thick lips, round featurues, curly hair. E: thinner features, light hair. 
img633 1/11/20 White long straight nose, thin features, light straight hair
img634 1/11/20 White White E: light hair, promininant nose. R: dark curly hair, prominent nose, facial hair. E is an angel, R a devil. 
img635 1/11/20 x round eyes, thin slightly light hair
img636 28/10/20 White square face, flat wide nose, straight short dark hair and eyebrows
img637 24/10/20 White White E: pointed nose, thin features, short lightly curly light hair. C: short straight hair, thin features, rounded long nose.
img638 23/10/20 White dark curly hair. thick eyebrows, stright nose, thin mouth. 
img639 20/10/20 White thin nose, thick lips, thin double lidded eyes, thin eyebrows, light, slightly curly hair
img640 16/10/20 / White Black White Black / poc Chetta: dark skin, round nose, thick curly hair in ponytail. Bahorel: light skin, beard, dark thick hair in bun. Feuilly, Courf, Joly - light skin, round features, thick eyebrows. Bahorel: deark skin, round nose, ,thick eyebrows, Gav: slightly darker skin, round features.
img641 16/10/20 White White E: thin features, light hair, pale skin. R: dark curly hair, prominent brow, thin nose. 
img642 15/10/20 White Thick light brows, thin strong nose, small eyes, slight fluffy hair, muttonchops. 
img643 13/10/20 White White E: thin pointed nose, thin features, light hair. R: hooked nose, curly dark hair
img644 8/10/20 White light skin, blonde hair, blue eyes, pink cheeks, small features
img645 7/10/20 White White R: long dark, curly hair, straight strong nose, dark eyebrows, facial hair. E: light curcly hair, strong straight nose 
img646 7/10/20 White White White White White White White White White Similar facial features, slightly different hair types.
img647 6/10/20 White White RL hooked nose, dark curly hair. E: thin features, light long hair
img648 2/10/20 White / R: slightly darker skin, hooked nose, long dark curly hair. E: light skin, straight nose, light long hair
img649 1/10/20 White White R: hooked nose, curly dark hair. E: thin features, light short hair
img650 30/9/20 Black thick lips, wide flat nose, almond eyes, dark eyebrows, short tight curly dark hair
img651 29/9/20 / tight curly dark hair. Thin nose, thick lips. 
img652 25/9/20 White thin pointed features, light curly hair - tveit
img653 23/9/20 x x x White x / POC Black Asian Joly - monolids, Boss - dark skin - Jehan - dark skin, thin features, blond straight hair. Others have similar long, thin features.
img654 21/9/20 / / R: slightly darker skin, dark curly hair, prominent big nose. Joly unclear - short straight hair.
img655 21/9/20 White White B: light skin, straight hair in bun. thin features. Feilly: light skin, thin features, short light hair
img656 14/9/20 White straight nose, prominant prow, light curly hair
img657 10/9/20 White pointed nose, freckles, long fluffy hair, round eyes
img658 9/9/20 White pointed nose, freckles, short fluffy hair, round eyes
img659 8/9/20 White White round features, Comb - slightly hooked nose, short light hair. Courf: short straight hair, small nose
img660 7/9/20 White White White White White White White White White White White White White very similar features with different hairstyles. 
img661 6/9/20 White Short light hair, thick wide nose, thin mouth, round eyes. 
img662 23/8/20 White White R: straight, rounded nose, dark straight hair. E: blonde, thin features
img663 6/8/20 White abstract art. straight, pointed nose, light hair. 
img664 27/7/20 White pointed nose, long dark hair. 
img665 23/7/20 White White R: crooked nose, thin features, dark curly hair. E: light hair, unclear features
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img666 23/7/20 White long straight nose, thin eyes, eyebrows, mouth, long straight hair
img667 22/7/20 White straight nose, short light hair
img668 20/7/20 / / Black White Black / Black Musi - large afro but comic features. Bossuet - small round nose, wide thick lips. Comb - flat wide nose, puffy light hair. Joly - thin dark short hair, pointed nose, thin lips. Cosette - hiar? possibly hijab? in bows. round features. Ep - long dark hair, thin features. Jehan - small round features, light straight long hair. E - prominant brow, long straight light hair. 
img669 20/3/21 White / VJ - big face, slightly hooked long pointed nose, fluffy white hair, big beard. K - dark, slightly fluffy long hair. long, slightly hooked nose. thin featres, dark eyebrows. 
img670 12/3/21 / / VJ - big face, thick eyebrows, flat blunt nose, straight white hair. J - notched nose, thin lips, thick eyebrows, black wavy hair. 
img671 12/3/21 White long dark straight hair, pointed nose, thin anime features.
img672 9/3/21 White White Colm/Quast
img673 4/3/21 White White Both have pointed noses, thin features, straight-ish light hair.
img674 18/3/21 White / VJ - straight white hair, rounded long nose. J - short dark hair, eyebrows, hooked nose
img675 14/2/21 White White VJ - slightly rounded large nose, short light curly hair. J - long straight hair, features hidden
img676 11/2/21 White small button nose, thin lips, dark eyebrows - Quast
img677 11/2/21 White White Both have pointed noses, thin features, straight-ish light hair.
img678 11/2/21 White White VJ - white hair, rounded features. J - short dark hair, long thick nose, thin features.
img679 11/2/21 White long straight light hair, pointed nose, thin features
img680 7/2/21 White White J - short dark hair, rounded nose. VJ - short white hair, long straight nose, thin features
img681 4/2/21 White White anime style - thin features
img682 27/12/20 White White VJ - small, rounded features and light, curly hair. J - wide flat nose, thin mouth, features. 
img683 22/12/20 White White VJ - short white hair - unclear features - J - long thin nose and mouth, light long hair
img684 19/12/20 White White VJ - short white hair, straight, wide nose, white beard, round features. J - strong slightly hooked nose, short black hair, thick eyebrows, thin lips. 
img685 7/12/20 x Labelled as Joshi but - thin straight nose, large eyes, thin light eyebrows, light beard, bald head, squarer eys
img686 7/12/20 White White 1978 actors
img687 2/12/20 White / J - straight nose, round eyes, thin lips, curly white hair, heavily wrinkled. J - slightly darker dkin, long black straight hair, unclear features
img688 2/12/20 x x Cartoon style - no real features but ... i would say probably wite
img689 29/11/20 White White chibi - but... likely white
img690 24/11/20 White / White / VJ - straight nose, thin features, light straight hair. Marius - slightly darker skin? small wide nose, freckles. J - unclear but rounded hooked nose, long dark hair. Cosette - long straight light hair
img691 22/11/20 White White J - long straight nose, thin features, long light hair. VJ - short white hair, straight nose (unclear features)
img692 25/1/21 White White User tag: #Beautiful Fantine having an aquiline nose - long flat face and features, Cosette child small round features
img693 10/12/20 White White / / White Asian? / White White Black White White / White Black Asian Cosette and Fantine - slightly darker? though with similar light, slightly wavy hair and small wide noses. Eponine thinner eyes and rounder nose. Feuilly darker skin straight nose, thin features
img694 30/10/21 White White White POC White 2012 film
img695 9/9/20 White White White White White POC White 2012 film
img696 4/9/20 / White White / White Myriel - Black (coloured image). Gav - white, small pointed nose, short lightly curly light hair. Jav - slightly darker skin, lon straight nose, dark straight hair, thick eyebrows. Fantaine - long staright hair, long thin pointed nose. Cosette - small pointed nose, light straight hair. Marius - coloured image - long straight nose, round eyes, brown hair, light brown skin
img697 2/6/20 White White White slightly unclear features but long pointed noses, thin features
img698 10/5/20 White White long, thin features. 

white x / asian Black
165 23 38 3 6

/ - possible poc
x - unclear
anime style is usually under unclear
R possibly arabic? the aqualine nose being 'racialisation' 
avoided re-posts from asian artists not found on tumblr


